The Think Tanks and Civil Society Program (TTCSP) runs a small, highly selective internship program for students (grad and undergrad) and recent graduates interested in gaining first-hand experience in public policy research in domestic and international affairs. TTCSP is currently recruiting interns for the Spring term from January 13th to May 8th. Over the course of 15 weeks interns will work independently and in teams to research and analyze global policy trends in think tanks. Interns will work on one of the following teams:

MENA Think Tank Summit: Think Tanks and Policy Advice in A Time of Protracted Conflict and Instability
Think Tanks and Quality, Independence and Integrity
Security and International Affairs: Global Trends and Transitions in Security Expertise: Nuclear Deterrence to Climate Change
Think Tanks and the Foreign Policy Challenges Facing the Emerging Powers
Think Tanks And NGO Pushback
India Think Tank Summit and Research
Africa Think Tank Summit and Research
North American Think Tank Summit and Research
Asia Think Tank Summit and Research
Think Tanks, Civil Society and Public Policy in Korea

Interns will work with their teams to produce a professional quality work product—a detailed report on their assigned area of research—by the end of the internship. Interns should be prepared to work 15 hours a week and attend mandatory weekly intern meetings that will usually be held from 3-5pm on Fridays at the University of Pennsylvania. This internship is a great opportunity for those interns looking to attend graduate school in international relations, public policy, law school and/or work in a think tank or international organization.

Please submit résumés and cover letters to:

Namratha Minupuri
nminupuri@brynmawr.edu
Research Assistant
Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program
Lauder Institute
Wharton School and School of Arts and Sciences
University of Pennsylvania